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first of a series intended to explain and disseminate e Wil-
sonian conceptions of a peace based on law and justice 5.
Mussolini mobilized his friends, denounced Bissolati's
pusillanimity, and broke up his meeting at the Scala.
This marked the final severance of the fascist movement
from any possible connection with democracy ; hence-
forward, taking as usual the line of least resistance, it
adopted the cause of discontented nationalism.
But the government had got itself into a fix over this
question. It had arranged for hundreds of telegrams
demanding annexation ' in the name of the population 5 to
be sent off by Italian officials in Dalmatia, it had permitted
demonstrations in favour of £ Fiume or death ' in Italian
towns, and declared in the press that e the rights* of Italy
would be defended to the death. Meanwhile in Paris
Orlando and Nitti were not only unable to force the accep-
tance of this squaring of the circle—the Treaty of London
plus Fiume—but found that the actual validity of the treaty
was menaced, since Wilson and the Serbs, who had not
been informed of it, refused to recognize it. The Italian
delegation was paralysed—completely absorbed, as M.
Tardieu remarked, by the Fiume question—and the Con-
ference was reduced to e a three-cornered dialogue' :
Wilson, Clemenceau, Lloyd George. So, when Orlando and
Sonnino decided on April 23 to leave Paris as a protest,
their gesture fell flat, for it did not affect the situation. But
Italian national feeling was stirred, and Orlando made
fiery speeches to cheering crowds at railway stations.
Parliament approved the action of the government,, and
Italy lived again in the atmosphere of maggio radioso. To
complete the effect d'Annunzio came to Rome to demand
annexation in a speech at the * Augusteo> : * Our epic
May begins anew ', he proclaimed. c Do you not hear, far
away on the Roman roads of Istria and Dalmatia, the
measured tread of an army on the march ? With eagles
aloft and tricolour flag, in the dawn of another May Italy
sweeps down from the Capitol5
D'Annunzio, Mussolini, and the nationalists demanded
that the government should immediately annex Fitime,
Dalmatia, the Tyrol, and present the Paris Conference with

